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Abstract
The future of high-performance computing, specifically the next generation of Exascale computers, will pre-
sumably see memory capacity and bandwidth fail to keep pace with data generation. Current strategies
proposed to address this bottleneck entail the omission of large fractions of data, as well as the incorporation
of in situ compression algorithms to avoid overuse of memory. To ensure that post-processing operations are
successful, this must be done in a way that ensures that a sufficiently accurate representation of the solution
is stored. Moreover, in situations in which the input/output system becomes a bottleneck in analysis, visual-
ization, etc., the number of passes made over the input data must be minimized. In the interest of addressing
this problem, this work focuses on the application of pass-efficient compressive matrix decompositions to
high-dimensional simulation data from turbulent particle-laden flows. It also includes the presentation of a
novel single-pass matrix decomposition algorithm for computing interpolative decompositions. The methods
are extensively described and numerical experiments at Reτ = 180 and St
+ = 0, 1, 10 are performed. In the
unladen channel flow case, compression factors exceeding 400 are achieved while maintaining accuracy with
respect to first- and second-order flow statistics. In the particle-laden case, compression factors between 10
and 150 with relative reconstruction errors of O(10−3) are achieved. This result shows that these methods
can enable efficient computation of various quantities of interest in both the carrier and disperse phases.
These algorithms are easily parallelized and can be incorporated directly into solvers, which will allow for
effective in situ compression of large-scale simulation data.
Keywords: data compression; in situ compression; interpolative decomposition; low-rank approximation;
particle-laden turbulence; pass-efficient; single-pass algorithm
1. Introduction
The design of modern high-performance-computing (HPC) facilities is constrained by the balance re-
quired between financial budget, computing power and energy consumption. These constraints force system
architects to make difficult trade-offs among supercomputer components, e.g., floating-point performance,
memory capacity, interconnect speed, input/output (I/O), etc. As predicted by Moore’s [1] and Kryder’s [2]
Laws, many features of supercomputers have improved extraordinarily over the past few decades. However,
memory capacity and bandwidth have failed to keep pace with data generation capabilities. This trend is
not reverting and will most likely augment in the near future. For example, it is expected that the Exascale
supercomputers to be deployed during the next decade will provide a 1-10k fold increase in floating-point
performance but only a 100× increase in memory availability and access speed [3].
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Flow solvers use random access memory (RAM), I/O and disk space to store solution states at different
times for subsequent restart and post-processing. As the gap between data generation and storage perfor-
mance has increased, numerical solvers have typically adapted by saving their state less often, viz. temporal
sub-sampling. This can lead to the loss of important data, rendering it less useful in post-processing op-
erations. This problem is of particular importance in the case of turbulent flows, as the number of spatial
and time integration resolutions required to capture all the flow scales in direct numerical simulation (DNS)
increases exponentially with the Reynolds number, Re. Extrapolating this trend to future supercomputing
settings, storage subsystems may become considerably underpowered with respect to the number-crunching
capacity. In this scenario, the affordable resulting data storage frequency will not be sufficient for conducting
meaningful analyses. A similar problem is encountered in outer-loop studies, such as inference, uncertainty
quantification (UQ) and optimization, in which large ensembles of model evaluations for different input
values are performed, resulting in a rapid growth of data storage requirements; e.g., [4, 5, 6]. The storage
capacity and bandwidth limitations also complicate the applicability of time-decoupled strong recycling tur-
bulence inflow methods [7], in which flow data for several characteristic integral times, e.g., eddy-turnover
time in homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT) or flow through time (FTT) in wall-bounded flows, are
stored to disk to be reused later as inflow in spatially developing flow problems.
If the prediction described above materializes, flow solvers will need to pursue new strategies in which
the data size at each time slice is greatly reduced before writing to disk. Obviously, computational scientists
prefer to perform visualization and analysis directly on raw data with minimal error resulting from obser-
vation as opposed to compression. However, as a result of the aforementioned limitations, the community
will have to accept the compromises inherent in compression and adapt their numerical solvers accordingly.
To address this, compressive matrix decomposition algorithms are selected in this work for implementation
and analysis. The selection of these methods is explained in the following sections.
1.1. Contribution of this work
Existing methods for the compression of large-scale fluid dynamics simulation data, such as the proper
orthogonal decomposition (POD) [8], domain decomposition [9] and basis splitting [10] carry burdensome
computational complexity and are not well suited to higher dimensional data [11]. The blocked single-pass
singular-value decomposition (single pass SVD) and the three variants of interpolative decomposition (ID)
explored in this work, on the other hand, enable low-rank approximation of flows without scalability nor
extension to higher dimensions bottlenecks. All four of these methods feature multi-linear computational
complexity in the dimensions of the input data. Moreover, ID and sub-sampled ID are double-pass algo-
rithms, whereas single-pass SVD and single-pass ID are both single-pass algorithms. The pass-efficiency of
these methods becomes crucial when data sizes greatly exceed memory available in RAM, as well as when
the process of loading data into RAM becomes a computational bottleneck. These methods are used to
generate approximations of high-dimensional matrices using a small fraction of the elements required by the
original matrices. Their performance is analyzed based on their compression efficiency and reconstruction
accuracy in the context of three-dimensional (3-D) turbulent velocity fields for an incompressible fluid as
well as Lagrangian data collected from particles interacting with the flow.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, strategies for pass-efficient compression of high-
dimensional data, including the novel single-pass ID, are described. Next, numerical results of their compres-
sion efficiency and reconstruction accuracy for the computation of flow and particle statistics are discussed
in Section 3. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future work is outlined in Section 4.
2. Decomposition methods for data compression
Data compression is the transformation of data into a format which requires fewer bits than the original
representation, and can be divided into five main categories: lossless, near lossless, lossy, mesh reduction,
and derived representations [12]. Focusing on the categories of lossless and lossy compression, the primary
contrast between the two is that lossless algorithms guarantee reconstruction of compressed data without
any loss of accuracy — within machine precision in the case of near lossless — whereas lossy algorithms
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do not. Due to their accuracy, lossless compression algorithms are more widely accepted in the scientific
community for the purposes of data visualization, analysis, and compression. However, the guarantee of
accuracy inherent in these methods comes at the cost of limited compression ratios, e.g., [13, 14]. On
the other hand, higher compression ratios can be obtained by using lossy data compression algorithms.
This comes at the expense that the inverse transformation of the compressed data produces at best an
approximation of the original data.
There are numerous existing methods in truly lossless compression, wherein the reconstructed data is
bit-for-bit identical to the original [12]. Examples include the well known method gzip [15], as well as
entropy-based coders [16, 17], dictionary-based coders [18, 19], and predictive coders, e.g., FPC [20] and
FCM [21], and FPZIP [22]. In a related class of methods, near-lossless compressers, reconstructed data is not
identical to the original data due to floating-point round-off errors. Examples from this class of approaches
include transformation methods such as lossless Fourier and wavelet transform schemes [23]. Because of the
limited compression ratio attained by these methods coupled with the disk- and RAM-prohibitive magnitude
of the data examined in Section 3, lossy compression methods for turbulent flow data are presented as a
more appealing alternative. A more in-depth review of these strategies, as well as a more extensive list of
sources can be found in [12].
Though this work focuses on the application of matrix decomposition algorithms to temporal compression
problems, methods which do not incorporate matrix algorithms, e.g., [24, 25, 26, 27, 28], can also be used.
Additional lossy compression methods include bit truncation [12, 29], in which simulations are run using
64-bit floating point values but only 32-bit values are saved. Another lossy approach, quantization, entails
floating-point values being converted into approximations with smaller cardinality, a fixed size following
compression can be achieved, but without guarantees on error [12, 30]. Predictive coding techniques rely
on approximating data values using extrapolation from neighboring values. Examples from this class of
methods include linear predictors such as Compvox [31] and Lorenzo [32], as well as spline-fitting predictors
like Isabela [33, 24].
Transform-based compression methods involve computing the transform of the data, e.g., discrete Leg-
endre transform [34, 35], discrete cosine transform (DCT) and wavelet transform, then storing the resulting
coefficients in a manner that reduces memory footprint. Within this group of methods is ZFP [36], the
Karhunen-Loe´ve transform [37], the Tucker decomposition for tensor data [38, 39, 27], and higher order
methods based on it, e.g., [40, 41, 42]. In [43], the authors present a single-pass algorithm for updating
sketches of matrices constructed via streaming data in the form of linear updates, a different framework
than that which is presented here. As the focus of this paper is achieving temporal compression, methods
designed for spatial compression in simulations of turbulent flow such as mesh reduction [44] and compressed
sensing [45] are left for future investigation.
2.1. Review of numerical QR and SVD implementations
ID and SVD matrix decomposition algorithms involve at their core two canonical decompositions: the
QR decomposition and the SVD. QR factorization yields a decomposition of a matrix A ∈ Rm×n of the
form A = QR, where Q ∈ Rm×m is a unitary matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis for the
column space of A [46]. Computing Q generates a basis for the column space of the input matrix A. This
procedure is referred to as the range-finding step [47] in the algorithms described later in the paper. The
three main approaches for computing this decomposition include pivoted Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
of the columns, Householder reflections, and Givens rotations [46]. Of particular interest in this work is
the rank-revealing QR algorithm, which relies on the full-pivoted Gram-Schmidt procedure [48]. In the
execution of this procedure, k pivot columns are selected to form an approximate basis for the range of A.
The selection of these columns induces the concept of a numerical rank [49]. A matrix A is said to be of
numerical rank k for some  > 0 if there exists a matrix Ak of rank k such that ‖A−Ak‖ ≤ . This concept
lies at the center of low-rank matrix decomposition methods.
Also crucial to the compression methods explored is the SVD, defined asA = USV ᵀ (the transpose is left
unconjugated because the data in all applications is real in this work). The matrices U ∈ Rm×n,V ∈ Rn×n
are unitary and their columns form orthonormal bases for the column and row spaces of A, respectively.
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The matrix S ∈ Rn×n is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the singular values of A. To generate low-
rank approximations of a matrix A, one may employ a truncated SVD, which yields a decomposition of
the form UkSkV
ᵀ
k , with U ∈ Rm×k,V ∈ Rn×k and S ∈ Rk×k. In this decomposition, the column spaces
of Uk and Vk are approximations of the k-dimensional row and column subspaces of the matrix A, taken
in correspondence to its k largest singular values, which are the entries S11, ...,Skk of the k × k diagonal
matrix S. The product B = UkSkV
ᵀ
k forms a rank-k approximation of the matrix A. By the Eckart-Young
theorem, a truncated SVD is the theoretically best rank-k approximation of a matrix A in Frobenius norm,
i.e.,
inf
rank(B)=k
‖A−B‖F = ‖A−UkSkV ᵀk ‖F =
min(m,n)∑
j=k+1
σ2j
1/2 , (1)
where σj is the j-th largest singular value of A [50]. An analogous statement may be made in terms of the
spectral norm (induced 2-norm), in which case the lower bound is σk+1.
2.2. Randomized algorithms
Randomized schemes have gained popularity in recent years in matrix factorization algorithms for gen-
erating low-rank approximations. These methods rely on multiplication of the input matrix by a matrix of
lower dimension containing random entries, referred to as randomized projection, prior to compression to
enhance computational efficiency [51, 52, 47, 53, 54]. A decade ago, it was shown by Martinsson et al. [51]
that a matrix Ω with Gaussian i.i.d. entries provides a close to optimal framework in the construction of
randomized algorithms. This can be seen directly from the randomization process, where the first step in
obtaining an approximation of the input matrix A ∈ Rm×n is typically to evaluate one of the products
ΩA and/or AΩ, (2)
referred to as a sampling matrix [52, 47, 53].
Randomized sampling techniques provide a very good foundation for constructing compression algo-
rithms, as they frequently incorporate canonical matrix factorizations, such as the QR decomposition. Sev-
eral tangible benefits of using randomized methods for generating low-rank approximation, more of which
are enumerated in [53], are:
• The cost of computing a k-rank approximation of A using deterministic methods, including some of
those implemented in this work, requires O(mnk) operations. By using randomized methods this can
be reduced to O(mnlog(k) + k2(m+ n)) or better [47]
• Randomized methods require less communication than standard methods, which enables efficient im-
plementation in low-communication environments such as graphics processing units (GPU) [55]
• Of particular interest to this application is that randomized methods allow (in some implementations)
for single-pass compression of matrices, which means that the matrix can be compressed as it is
streamed and never has to be stored in RAM in its entirety [47, 54]
2.3. Randomized SVD and single-pass algorithms
The goal of this work is to efficiently compress large-scale, low-rank matrices. Thus, randomized algo-
rithms provide a natural course to follow to this end. Randomized SVD methods approximate A in the
form A ≈ UkSkV ᵀk for a given target rank k via the basic algorithmic structure [47]:
(1) Generate Gaussian matrix Ω ∈ Rn×l, where k < l n
(2) Compute the QR decomposition of AΩ = QR
(3) Store B = QᵀA ∈ Rk×n
(4) Compute the SVD of the small matrix B, yielding B ≈ U˜kSkV ᵀk
(5) Form the matrix Uk = QU˜k, which provides the truncated SVD A = UkSkV
ᵀ
k
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In order to minimize error in the computation of the matrix Q, referred to as the range-finding step
in [47], a matrix algorithmic method referred to as blocking [46, 55, 56, 57] is employed. In this approach,
the input matrix Q ∈ Rm×n is separated into blocks of size m× l in the form
Q = [Q1,Q2, · · · ,Qb] , (3)
where l× b = n is the original dimension of the matrix. The computation of the matrix Q is then decoupled
and carried out on the smaller blocks, with all blocks concatenated at the end of the process, which minimizes
round-off error. Blocking minimizes communication between processors, thereby accelerating the speed of
matrix compression substantially and enabling parallelization. The relevance of this method lies in steps
14-22 of the single-pass SVD (Algorithm 1).
Another useful technique in range-finding is referred to as re-orthonormalization. This is demonstrated
in the procedure:
(1) For each block i = 1, 2, 3, ...b do
(2) Generate Gaussian matrix Ωi ∈ Rn×l, where l × b = n
(3) Orthonormalize the sampling matrix AΩi to obtain Qi
(4) Orthonormalize Qi −
∑i−1
j=1QjQ
ᵀ
jQi
(5) Compute Bi = Q
ᵀ
iA
(6) Calculate A = A−QiBi
(7) If ||A|| <  stop
(8) Construct Q = [Q1,Q2, · · · ,Qb]; B = [Bᵀ1 ,Bᵀ2 , · · · ,Bᵀb ]ᵀ
where the re-orthormalization step corresponds to step 4 [55].
Prior to the development of the blocked single-pass SVD algorithm, the method presented in section 5.6
of [47] was the state-of-the-art single-pass SVD method. As opposed to the generic double-pass-or-greater
structure of randomized SVD methods, this scheme can be employed to obtain the SVD of a real matrix A
in a single pass over it in the steps:
(1) Generate Gaussian matrix Ω ∈ Rn×l, where k < l n
(2) Compute the matrix-matrix products ΩA and ΩᵀAᵀ in a single-pass over A
(3) Using these two products, compute the two QR decompositions AΩ = QB and ΩᵀAᵀ = Q˜B˜
(4) Solve for the matrix B via a least-squares solution to QᵀAΩ = BQ˜ᵀΩ
(5) Compute the SVD of the small matrix B, yielding B ≈ U˜kSkV ᵀk
(6) Form the matrix Uk = QU˜k to obtain the truncated SVD A = UkSkV
ᵀ
k [47]
The primary flaw in this method lies at the core of step 3, in which the typically ill-conditioned matrix
Q˜ᵀΩ leads to drastic accumulation of error compared to the two-pass method presented at the begining of
this section [47].
In order to minimize the round-off error inherent to this single-pass algorithm, Yu et al [54] developed
a single-pass randomized SVD method using blocked re-orthonormalization from [55]. Their algorithm
generates a truncated SVD of the real-valued solution matrix A ∈ Rm×n of rank k, i.e., A ≈ UkSkV ᵀk , in
the steps:
(1) Generate Gaussian matrix Ω ∈ Rn×l, where k < l n
(2) Obtain the matrices Y = AΩ and B = AᵀY in a single-pass over A (steps 3-8 in Algorithm 1)
(3) Compute a QR decomposition of Y = QR, set B = BR−1 so B = AᵀQ (steps 14-21 in Algorithm 1).
(4) Compute the truncated SVD of the small matrix Bᵀ ≈ U˜kSkV ᵀk (step 23 in Algorithm 1)
(5) Construct Uk = QU˜k to extract the truncated SVD A = UkSkV
ᵀ
k [47] (steps 24-25 in Algorithm 1)
For sufficiently over-sampled data, the output of this algorithm is an approximately optimal k-rank
approximation for a matrix per the Eckart-Young theorem [50]. More specifically,
E(||A−USV ᵀ||F ) ≤
(
1 +
k
(l − k)− 1
)1/2min(m,n)∑
j=k+1
σ2jj
1/2 , (4)
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Algorithm 1 Blocked single-pass SVD A ≈ USV ᵀ [54]
1: procedure rSVD(A ∈ Rm×n)
2: k ← target rank
3: b← block size
4: instantiate Q,B
5: W ← randn(n, l)
6: instantiate G
7: H ← zeros(n, l)
8: while A is not entirely read through do
9: read the next set of rows in RAM a
10: g ← aW
11: G← [G; g]
12: H ←H + aᵀg
13: end while
14: for i = 1, 2, . . . , t do
15: Wi ← W (:, (i− 1)b+ 1 : ib)
16: Yi ← G(:, (i− 1)b+ 1 : ib)−Q(BWi)
17: Qi,Ri ← qr(Yi)
18: Qi, R˜i ← qr(Qi −Q(QᵀQi))
19: Ri ← R˜iRi
20: Bi ← R−ᵀi (H(:, (i− 1)b+ 1 : ib)ᵀ − Y ᵀi QB −W ᵀi BᵀB)
21: Q← [Q,Qi] B ← [Bᵀ,Bᵀi ]ᵀ
22: end for
23: U˜ ,S,V ← svd(B);
24: U ← QU˜ ;
25: U(:, 1 : k); V (:, 1 : k); S ← S(1 : k, 1 : k);
26: return U ,S,V
where s is the oversampling parameter. The approximation error is only increased on average by the factor
[1 + k/((l − k)− 1)]1/2 when compared to a deterministic truncated SVD [54].
Single-pass SVD generates a compressed matrix representation which requires k(m+ n) elements to be
stored in memory. This method has computational complexityO(mnk), which can be reduced toO(mn log k)
when implemented with certain optimizations including the sub-sampled random Fourier transform [47, 58,
59]. In addition, it has an approximate processing storage requirement of l(m+ 2n) elements [54] in RAM
during execution, which is lower than that of the ID, which stores k(m + n) + mn elements in RAM (see
Table 1). Though in this work this algorithm is referred to as single-pass SVD, there are numerous other
single-pass algorithms which have been developed not mentioned here [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 58].
2.4. Interpolative decomposition
The column ID generates a decomposition of a matrix A which takes the form [65]
A ≈ A(:, I)P , (5)
where A(:, I) ∈ Rm×k is a set of columns of A, referred to as the column skeleton, and P ∈ Rk×n is a
coefficient matrix such that the first k rows of P form a permutation matrix, i.e., P (I, :) = I, with I the
identity matrix. Column ID earns its name from the fact that it ‘interpolates’ the subset of the columns
of the matrix A corresponding to the index vector I, i.e., the columns I of the reconstructed matrix
A(:, I)P are equivalent to the columns A(:, I). The core procedure in the algorithm used to compute this
decomposition is the rank-revealing QR algorithm [48], which yields the index vector I and the coefficient
matrix P . Correspondingly, step 3 in Algorithm 2, mgsqr, is a pivoted QR algorithm based on a modified
Gram-Schmidt procedure adapted from [46].
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Algorithm 2 General column ID A ≈ A(:, I)P [65]
1: procedure ID(A ∈ Rm×n)
2: tol← stopping tolerance
3: Q, R, I, k ← mgsqr(A, tol)
4: T ← (R(1 : k, 1 : k))−1R(1 : k, (k + 1) : n)
5: P ← zeros(k, n)
6: P (:, I)← [Ik T ]
7: I ← I(1 : k)
8: return I,P
Algorithm 3 Sub-sampled ID A ≈ A(:, Ic)Pc
1: procedure SubID(A ∈ Rm×n)
2: tol← stopping tolerance
3: Ac ← subsample(A)
4: Qc, Rc, Ic, kc ← mgsqr(Ac, tol)
5: Tc ← (Rc(1 : kc, 1 : kc))−1Rc(1 : kc, (kc + 1) : n)
6: Pc ← zeros(kc, n)
7: Pc(:, I)← [Ikc Tc]
8: Ic ← Ic(1 : kc)
9: return Ic,Pc
The existence of the interpolative decomposition of a matrix A ∈ Rm×n is obtained in the following
steps [53]. First, the QR decomposition of A is computed. Then, k columns of the matrix Q and k
corresponding rows of R are extracted to form an approximation of A with Z the permutation matrix,
corresponding to the pivoting done to select columns of A as
AZ = QR→ AZ ≈ Qm×kRk×n. (6)
Separating the matrix R by its columns into two sub-matrices R = [R11 R12] and moving the permutation
matrix Z to the right-hand size yields
A ≈ QR11
[
I R−111 R12
]
Zᵀ = A(:, I) [I R−111 R12]Zᵀ = A(:, I)P . (7)
The ID yields a spectral error bound of
||A−A(:, I)P || ≤
√
1 + k(n− k)σk+1, (8)
and the computational complexity of ID for an input matrix A ∈ Rm×n of rank k is O(mnk) [66, 65].
2.5. Sub-sampled interpolative decomposition
A column ID is computed using the column space of A to identify an optimally representative basis for
the range ofA. In some cases, a coarsened version ofA, sub-sampled in its row space prior to compression via
the index vector J , Ac = A(J , :) ∈ Rm1×n with m1  m, may be passed as input into the algorithm [52].
This generates an ID of the form
Ac ≈ Ac(:, Ic)Pc, (9)
which induces a valid, possibly less accurate, ID for the original matrix A, i.e.,
A ≈ A(:, Ic)Pc. (10)
In words, the indices and coefficient matrix obtained in generating the decomposition shown in Eq. 9 are
used to interpolate the full data A, as shown in Eq. 10. Other works which have taken similar approaches
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Method Computational complexity Disk storage RAM usage
Single-pass SVD O(mnk) k(m+ n+ k) l(m+ 2n)
Full ID O(mnk) k(m+ n) k(m+ n) +mn
Sub-sampled ID O(m1nk) k(m+ n) k(m1 + n) +m1n
Single-Pass ID O(m1nk +mk) k(m1 + n) +m k(m1 + n) +m1(n+ s)
Table 1: Computational complexity of the single-pass SVD, full ID, sub-sampled ID and single-pass ID. Variable l ≈ k in
column 3 is the sub-sampled dimension of the matrix in single-pass SVD. Variable m1  m represents the dimension of the
input matrix after sub-sampling by a factor of s. The parameter r in the RAM usage for single-pass ID corresponds to the
interpolation scheme being used. For example, in the case of piecewise linear interpolation, r = 2. Memory usage is given in
terms of total elements required by the algorithm.
include, e.g., [67, 68, 69, 70]. Following Theorem 1 in [70], one may bound the error of sub-sampled ID. In
this regard, if
(τ) := λmax(A
TA− τATc Ac), (11)
Theorem 2.1. Let A be our data matrix, Ac be the coarsened matrix, and Aˆ be the sub-sampled ID
approximation. Then, for any τ ≥ 0 and (τ) as in Equation 11, σk the kth largest singular value of Ac
‖A− Aˆ‖ ≤ min
τ,k≤rank(Ac)
ρk(τ), (12)
ρk(τ) :=
[
(1 + ‖Pc‖)
√
τσ2k+1 + (τ) + ‖Ac − Aˆc‖
√
τ + (τ)σ−2k
]
. (13)
Analysis of an algorithm for estimating the above error bound is provided in great detail in [70]. The
effectiveness of this approximation Aˆ depends on the assumptions that 1) Ac is low-rank, 2) the optimal
(τ) is small, and 3) there exists a k such that σk+1/σk  1.
Computational efficiency is greatly enhanced by reducing the dimension of the row space of A to obtain
Ac prior to compressing the column space of A. Because the ID algorithm has computational complexity
O(mnk), sub-sampling the row space to obtain a coarse matrix Ac ∈ Rm1×n with m1  m, yields a
substantially improved complexity of O(m1nk). The sub-sampling method used in the numerical tests in
Section 3 is known as ‘direct injection’ in the geometric multi-grid literature [71]. That is, every sth row of
the input matrix is stored prior to algorithm execution, where s is referred to as the sub-sampling factor.
Direct injection is not the only way that the row space of a matrix can be effectively reduced in the com-
putation of a column ID. In many circumstances, methods such as randomized projection, which corresponds
to the version of sub-sampled ID outlined in Algorithm 4, are more effective than direct injection [47]. An
application of this variation of the sub-sampled ID of this can be found Section 3.3. In that case, the original
matrix is sub-sampled via multiplication by a matrix with N (0, 1) i.i.d. entries as the random projection
step (see Section 2.2 for numerical results).
2.6. Single-pass interpolative decomposition
In this section, the first single-pass algorithm for generating interpolative decomposition of which the
authors are aware, single-pass ID (Algorithm 5), is presented. In this method, the indices I obtained from
the coarse data Ac are not lifted directly to the full data to obtain the column skeleton A(:, I). Instead,
the column skeleton is built using an interpolation method of choice on the full mesh with the sub-sampled
mesh. Hence, this approach is almost exclusively suited to problems in which there is an underlying mesh
or spatial structure. The entries Ac(:, I) comprise the interpolated data points (see step 9 in Algorithm 5),
i.e., A ≈ MAc(:, I)P = SP with M the interpolation operator. Removing the lifting step is the key
change to sub-sampled ID, leaving a method which only requires a single pass over the input to construct
the column skeleton A(:, I). The trade-off for one fewer pass reduces loading and simulation time, but
sacrifices accuracy as this method incurs significant error when interpolating back onto the fine grid. The
method also requires more runtime than sub-sampled ID, as the interpolation step is more computationally
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Algorithm 4 Sub-sampled ID (Gaussian) A ≈ A(:, Iy)Py
1: procedure RandID(A ∈ Rm×n)
2: tol← stopping tolerance
3: Generate Ω ∈ Rl×m with l exceeding estimated target rank
4: Y ← ΩA
5: Qy, Ry, Iy, ky ← mgsqr(Y , tol)
6: Ty ← (Ry(1 : ky, 1 : ky))−1Ry(1 : ky, (ky + 1) : n)
7: Py ← zeros(ky, n)
8: Py(:, I)← [Iy Ty]
9: Iy ← Iy(1 : ky)
10: return Iy,Py
Algorithm 5 Single-pass ID A ≈ SP
1: procedure SPID(A ∈ Rm×n,Mesh)
2: tol← stopping tolerance
3: Ac ← subsample/restrict(A)
4: Q, R, I, kc ← mgsqr(Ac, tol)
5: T ← (R(1 : kc, 1 : kc))−1R(1 : kc, (kc + 1) : n)
6: P ← zeros(kc, n)
7: P (:, I)← [Ikc T ]
8: I ← I(1 : kc)
9: S ← interpolate(Ac,Mesh)
10: return S,P
intensive than lifting. However, the output of the algorithm may be stored in a more compact form in disk
memory, and the benefits of it being a streaming (single-pass) algorithm are significant.
The computational complexity of single-pass ID is O(m1nk + mk). Obtaining the index set I and
coefficient expansion matrix P requires the same computation time as sub-sampled ID, while the application
of the interpolation operator M , which is highly sparse, requires additional O(mk) floating point operations
(see Table 1). The total disk memory required to store the output of the algorithm is far less than the
other three methods described in this section, as one may choose to reduce this storage by storing the mesh
and M to interpolate Ac(:, I) onto the fine mesh later. Hence, this variation of ID may be interpreted
as yielding a spatio-temporally compressed version of a dataset. The total RAM usage of the algorithm is
k(m1 + n) +m1(n+ s), with O(m) matrix entries stored in the construction of the interpolation operator.
A bound on the error of an approximation generated using single-pass ID is presented in the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a data matrix, Ac be its associated coarsened matrix, M be the interpolation
operator with associated interpolation error matrix EI , σk be the kth largest singular value of Ac and Aˆ be
the single-pass ID approximation. Then
‖A− Aˆ‖ ≤ ‖EI‖+ ‖M‖
√
1 + k(n− k)σk+1, (14)
i.e., the error of single-pass ID depends on the low-rank structure of Ac, as well as the error incurred in
the interpolation step.
Proof. Let Aˆ ≈MAc(:, I)P , where Aˆ = M(Ac −Ec) with Ec = Ac −Ac(:, I)P , then
||A− Aˆ|| = ||A−M(Ac(:, I)P )||
= ||A−M(Ac − (Ac −Ac(:, I)P )||
= ||A−M(Ac −Ec)||
≤ ||A−MAc||+ ||M ||||Ec||,
(15)
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where ‖A −MAc‖ is the interpolation error between the original and coarsened matrices, represented by
the matrix EI (and thus the interpolation error is ‖EI‖). As a result, Ec = Ac −Ac(:, I)P , and thus
‖Ec‖ ≤
√
1 + k(n− k)σk+1. (16)
Considering a specific interpolation scheme, piece-wise linear interpolation, results from finite-element
theory indicate that the order of convergence of the term ||A−MAc|| in Eq. 15 ought to be O(h2), where h
is the maximum spatial step-size used in the relevant partial differential equation (PDE) solve [72]. Because
||Ec|| is typically quite small under the assumption of low-rank structure, the convergence of the overall
error is approximately O(h2). Moreover, when uniform spacing in time and space is used, the sub-sampling
parameter s is proportional to h, i.e., the convergence rate of single-pass ID is O(s2). However, in the case
of non-uniform meshes and unstructured grids, this breaks down, leading to different convergence rates and
looser error bounds with respect to s.
It is key to note that the interpolation error is independent of the target rank. It is rather a function
of the sub-sampling parameter and spatial variation of the data. This is in direct contrast to the error of
sub-sampled ID, which is much less sensitive to sub-sampling. Furthermore, the error of sub-sampled ID
is neither linearly nor quadratically related to the sub-sampling factor, and features a slower convergence
rate than its single-pass counterpart. More specifically, the accuracy of sub-sampled ID depends on the
properties of the singular values of the coarse matrix Ac (see Theorem 2.1), while the error of single-pass
ID is dominated by the interpolation step. The dominance of this feature in the error of the approximation
A ≈ SP leads to saturation in the error of single-pass ID. That is to say, the error will cease to improve
despite increasing the target rank. This is a consequence of the fact that the decay in the singular values
of Ac has no bearing upon the accuracy of the method for sufficiently large values of s. Consequently,
sub-sampled ID outperforms single-pass ID in many cases, as examined in Section 3.
Despite the obvious superiority of lifting in constructing column skeletons, single-pass ID can achieve
greater accuracy than sub-sampled ID in certain cases. For example, in an extremely low-rank approximation
the interpolation error from generating S ≈MAc(:, I) is much smaller in magnitude than in cases of higher
rank approximations. Moreover, when the coarse data is generated via minimal sub-sampling, e.g., s ∼ O(1),
the interpolation error is small enough to compete with lifting in the reconstruction of A. The claims in
this section are corroborated by numerical experiments in Section 3.1.
2.7. Additional remarks on the SVD and ID
An important difference between ID and single-pass SVD is how their respective stopping criteria are
defined. Single-pass SVD requires knowledge of the target rank, i.e., compression factor (CF), whereas ID
adaptively evaluates a stopping criterion based on the decay of the singular values of the input matrix via
rank-revealing QR. Single-pass SVD takes as input a matrix, a target rank corresponding to compression
dimension, and a block size (see Algorithm 2). Consequently, in single-pass SVD the desired compression
dimension of a matrix must be known a priori. Without extensive knowledge of the data being compressed,
the accuracy of a decomposition generated via single-pass SVD cannot be known without revisiting the
entire matrix following compression. If the numerical rank is not known in advance, the algorithm must
be augmented to become a double-pass method. However, this comes with the trade-off of having to make
more passes at the input.
The ID algorithms presented in this section do not constitute a complete list of methods for generating
decompositions of matrices which interpolate a subset of their columns. Other approaches for generating
similar decompositions can be found, for example, in [73, 74, 75]. It is also important to note that in the
numerical results presented in the following section of this work, the ID refers to a specific variation of the
decomposition, the column ID. Analogous definitions of a row ID, or double-sided ID are also available in
the literature [47, 53].
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Figure 1: Left: data extraction computational setup for compression and reconstruction. Right: stream-wise velocity (wall
units) on the extraction plane (instantaneous, spanwise y-z plane snapshot).
3. Numerical experiments
The compression efficiency and reconstruction accuracy of single-pass SVD, ID, sub-sampled ID, and
single-pass ID methods are investigated in the test problem of compressing data extracted from the DNS
of wall-bounded particle-laden turbulent flow using the Soleil-MPI low-Mach-number flow solver [76]. In
particular, the canonical periodic channel flow at friction Reynolds number Reτ = 180 is selected for the two
test cases: single-phase turbulence (Figure 1) and particle-laden flow with Stokes numbers St+ = 0, 1, 10
(Figure 2). As is customary, Reτ = uτδ/ν, where uτ is the friction velocity, δ is the channel half-height, and
ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid; ν = µ/ρ with µ the dynamic viscosity and ρ the density. The mass
flow rate is determined through a mean stream-wise pressure gradient 〈dp/dx〉 = −τw/δ, where p is the
pressure and τw = ρν (d〈u〉/dy)y=0 = ρu2τ is the wall shear stress, with 〈u〉 the mean stream-wise velocity.
In wall-bounded particle-laden turbulent flows, preferential concentration of the disperse phase — inertial
particles are expelled from intense vortical structures and concentrate in regions of the flow dominated by
strain — is characterized by the viscous Stokes number St+ = τp/τf , defined as the ratio between particle
relaxation, τp = ρpd
2
p/(18ρν) with ρp the particle density and dp its diameter, and flow, τf = ν/u
2
τ , time
scales. For the three St+ numbers considered, the flow is laden with 200000 particles resulting in a dilute
mixture, i.e., one-way coupling with no particle-particle collisions. The particle sizes are several orders of
magnitude smaller than the smallest (i.e., Kolmogorov) flow scales, and the density ratio between particles
and fluid is ρp/ρ  1. As a result, particles are modeled following a Lagrangian point-particle (PP)
approach with Stokes’ drag as the most important force [77]; a detailed description of the physics modeling
and mathematical formulation can be found in Jofre & Fairbanks et al. [5, 6]. The computational domain
is 4piδ × 2δ × 4/3piδ in the stream-wise (x), vertical (y), and span-wise (z) directions, respectively. The
stream-wise and span-wise boundaries are set periodic, and no-slip conditions are imposed on the horizontal
boundaries (x-z planes). The grid is uniform in the stream-wise and span-wise directions with spacings in
wall units equal to ∆x+ = 9 and ∆z+ = 6, and stretched toward the walls in the vertical direction with
the first grid point at y+ = yuτ/ν = 0.1 and with resolutions in the range 0.1 < ∆y
+ < 8. This grid
arrangement corresponds to a DNS of size 256× 128× 128 grid-points.
The problem under study is illustrated in Figure 2. The simulation strategy starts from a sinusoidal
velocity field, seeded with randomly distributed particles, which is advanced in time to reach turbulent
steady-state conditions after several FTTs; based on the bulk velocity, ub = 1/δ
∫ δ
0
〈u〉 dy, and the length of
the channel, L = 4piδ, a FTT is defined as tb = L/ub. Once a sufficiently long transient period is surpassed
— approximately 10 eddy-turnover times, tl ∼ δ/uτ —the temporal evolution of the velocity field at the
outlet plane (130 × 130 grid: 128 inner + 2 boundary points) is extracted for an entire FTT resulting in
25000 time snapshots. Similarly, disperse-phase data, viz. time-dependent positions and velocities, for all
200000 particles are collected over 10000 time steps. These two sets of data are utilized to investigate the
performance of the compression methods.
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Figure 2: Particle-laden turbulent flow in a periodic channel (instantaneous, streamwise x-y plane snapshot). The quantity
represented is stream-wise velocity (wall units) of the fluid phase with particles colored in black. The friction Reynolds number
is Reτ = 180 and the viscous Stokes number is St+ = 1.
Figure 3: Left: Relative 2-norm error of the four methods for different target ranks for stream-wise velocity data from a
turbulent channel flow at Reτ = 180. Right: Relative 2-norm error of single-pass ID and sub-sampled ID.
3.1. Test case 1: outlet flow data compression efficiency and accuracy
The u (stream-wise), v (wall-normal), and w (span-wise) velocity fields on the 130 × 130 grid slice are
captured over 25000 time steps to form the data to be used in the numerical experiments in this section.
The four methods utilized for the compression of this flow data are single-pass SVD, ID, sub-sampled ID,
and single-pass ID. In all test cases, the interpolation step in single-pass ID is taken to be a piecewise
linear interpolation scheme, though other approaches (e.g., spline interpolation) may be used in its place.
Sub-sampled ID takes as input a sub-sampling parameter of 12, single-pass ID a sub-sampling parameter of
4, and single-pass SVD is computed on blocks of size 10 in all tests in this section unless otherwise stated.
In the left panel of Figure 3, accuracy results from an experiment performed on u-velocity data collected
from the channel flow configuration at 2600 spatial grid points (sampled from the full 16900 in the original
data set) over 500 time steps (sampled from the full 25000 in the original data set) is shown. The results
demonstrate that ID and sub-sampled ID are the most accurate methods as the target rank is increased.
Single-pass SVD performs almost as well, while the error of single-pass ID saturates after the target rank
surpasses 40. This is due to the fact that the interpolation error does not decrease as the target rank is
increased. Therefore, the lower bound on the error for single-pass ID will be higher than that of the three
other methods applied in this section. For target rank values 10 and 20, single-pass ID outperforms all other
methods, which verifies the claim made in Section 2.6 that single-pass ID may outperform sub-sampled ID
under particular conditions.
In the right panel of Figure 3, the errors of single-pass and sub-sampled ID are shown for a range of
sub-sampling parameter values. Results clearly indicate that single-pass ID does not match up well to
sub-sampled ID in terms of accuracy for large sub-sampling parameter values. The plot is on log-log scale,
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Figure 4: Relative maximum error as function of sub-sampling factor and target rank. Data corresponds to stream-wise velocity,
u, extracted from channel flow at Reτ = 180. Left: single-pass ID. Right: sub-sampled (double-pass) ID.
Temporal Compression factor Single-pass SVD speedup Sub-sampled ID speedup Single-pass ID speedup
200 8.3 19.6 5.4
100 16.4 41.7 8.1
20 30.3 55.6 13.2
Table 2: Speedup in runtime using the single-pass SVD, sub-sampled ID, and single-pass ID relative to that of the full ID
algorithm for compressing velocity field data extracted from channel flow at Reτ = 180.
which also indicates that the rate of convergence of single-pass ID is greater than that of sub-sampled ID
with respect to the sub-sampling parameter s.
Examining Table 2, sub-sampled ID is by far the fastest of the four methods; it compresses a matrix
roughly 60× faster than ID, four times as fast as single-pass ID, and almost twice as fast as single-pass
SVD in lower compression regimes. Single-pass ID, which is only faster than the full ID, offers the smallest
speedup in all three cases. This is due to the interpolation step, which is less efficient than the lifting step
used in sub-sampled ID. The difference in performance time between the four methods diminishes as the
compression factor is increased.
In the full-scale test case, the performance of the four methods is analyzed by calculating time- and
space-averaged (x and z directions) first- and second-order flow statistics from the compressed data with
25000 time realizations. The quantities of interest (QoI) considered are the numerical friction, Reτ , and bulk,
Reb = 2ubδ/ν, Reynolds numbers, the skin-friction coefficient, Cf = τw/(1/2ρu
2
b), the mean stream-wise
velocity profile, u+ = 〈u〉/uτ , and the root mean square (rms) velocity fluctuations, u+rms, v+rms, and w+rms.
Reference solutions for all these QoIs are available in the literature. For instance, Reb can be analytically
approximated from Reτ ≈ 0.09Re0.88b [79]. Once Reb is known, Cf is directly obtained by calculating ub from
the bulk Reynolds number definition and noticing that τw and ρ depend on 〈dp/dx〉 and Reτ . Regarding
mean and fluctuation velocity profiles, reference DNS data are widely available, for example, from Moser et
al. [78]. Values computed from compressed data, as well as reference and uncompressed solutions, are shown
in Table 3 and Figures 5 and 6, with the compressed data requiring approximately 150× less storage than
the original.
Examining the results shown in Table 3 and Figures 5 and 6, the first observation is that the uncompressed
and compressed results agree well with the analytical and DNS reference data. The second observation is that
the four strategies considered provide similar compression accuracies — evaluated through the reconstructed
velocity field — and are in agreement with the uncompressed data values. In particular, the relative errors
for the quantities in Table 3 are below 6 · 10−3 %, and the mean stream-wise velocity and rms fluctuations
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Figure 5: Left column: Mean stream-wise velocity profile (wall units). Right column: Root mean square velocity fluctuations
(wall units). Top row: sub-sampling parameter of 12. Bottom row: sub-sampling parameter of 4. Moser et al. DNS [78] (black
solid lines), uncompressed (black triangles), single-pass SVD (blue hexagons), full ID (green squares), sub-sampled ID (red
pentagons) and single-pass ID (yellow diamonds).
perfectly reconstruct the uncompressed data solution. These results indicate that in applications involving
spatially developing turbulent wall-bounded flow, this compressed data can be reused as inflow in subsequent
simulations. The disk memory required to store inflows in these simulations can be reduced by factors
exceeding 100, thereby placing less strain on the memory and I/O of the system in use.
In Figure 4, the relationship between the sub-sampling parameter, target rank, and relative maximum
error of single-pass ID and sub-sampled ID is shown. For a data matrix A and its approximation Aˆ, the
relative maximum error is defined in the entry-wise sense as
max
i,j
|Ai,j − Aˆi,j |
|Ai,j | . (17)
The data matrices selected for the tests are u-velocity fields U ∈ R16900×5000 obtained via extraction of
every 5th time realization of the full-scale channel flow simulation. The plots show that the error of the
single-pass method is heavily dependent on the sub-sampling parameter, which is reflected in the vertical
stripe contours in the plot. The error of the sub-sampled ID, on the other hand, depends primarily on the
target rank of the approximation, viz. the horizontal stripe contours in the right panel of Figure 4.
In Figure 5, the reconstruction of the mean stream-wise velocity and root-mean-squared (rms) velocity
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Figure 6: Left column: Mean stream-wise velocity profile (wall units). Right column: Root mean square velocity fluctuations
(wall units). Top row: target rank of 20 (CF = 840). Center row: target rank of 40 (CF = 420). Bottom row: target rank of
70 (CF = 240). Moser et al. DNS [78] (black solid lines), uncompressed (black triangles), single-pass SVD (blue hexagons),
full ID (green squares), sub-sampled ID (red pentagons) and single-pass ID (yellow diamonds).
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Analytical Uncompressed Single-pass SVD Full ID Sub-sampled ID Single-pass ID
Reτ 180 180.3 180.4 180.3 180.3 180.3
Reb ≈ 5600 5569.4 5569.5 5569.4 5569.4 5569.4
Cf ≈ 8.2 · 10−3 8.3 · 10−3 8.3 · 10−3 8.3 · 10−3 8.3 · 10−3 8.3 · 10−3
Table 3: Friction, Reτ , and bulk, Reb, Reynolds numbers, and skin-friction coefficient, Cf , of channel flow at Reτ = 180
obtained from uncompressed and compressed data. The compressed data has a compression factor of approximately 150 for
all the methods considered.
Figure 7: Instantaneous snapshots of channel flow stream-wise velocity u field from the uncompressed data (top left), re-
constructed using single-pass SVD (top right), reconstructed using sub-sampled ID (bottom left), and reconstructed using
single-pass ID (bottom right).
fluctuations using the four methods described in Section 2 is shown. In the top two panels a sub-sampling
factor of 12 in single-pass ID is used, whereas the bottom two panels correspond to a sub-sampling factor
of 4. The results clearly demonstrate that the mean stream-wise velocity profile can be recovered in light of
substantial interpolation error in single-pass ID. On the other hand, the rms velocity fluctuations, specifically
u+rms, are much more sensitive to the reconstruction accuracy achieved by the methods. This suggests that
it is important to balance interpolation error and computational performance when using single-pass ID.
In Figure 6 the same statistics as those presented in Figure 5 are shown for three different compression
factor values. In this series of tests, the sub-sampling parameter used in the single-pass ID is set to 4 in all
cases, as is presented in the bottom panels of Figure 5. The compression factor values chosen (i.e., target
rank) are 240 (bottom panels), 420 (middle panels) and 840 (top panels). The experiment demonstrates that
all four methods can recover first- and second-order statistics to within reasonable accuracy while achieving
compression factors exceeding 400. Beyond these values, the accuracy of the statistics recovered from the
compressed data begins to drop off significantly. Noteworthy is the performance of the single-pass ID, which
has proven to be a promising new algorithm within the class of single-pass matrix decomposition methods.
3.2. Test Case 2: volumetric flow data compression efficiency and accuracy
The volumetric, stream-wise velocity u field of the flow described in Section 3.1 is captured over 125 time
steps to form the dataset of this experiment. The u-velocity snapshots are collected for the entire volume,
(256 + 2) × (128 + 2) × (128 + 2) 3-D spatial mesh (4360200 grid points), at each time level resulting in
a total 4360200 × 125 data matrix. The efficiency and accuracy of sub-sampled ID, single-pass SVD, and
single-pass ID are analyzed for this test problem. However, given the significantly large scale of the data
matrix, analysis of the performance of ID is omitted due to memory overflow complexities.
Figure 7 presents a 3D (volumetric) visualization of the turbulent flow at a single time instance from the
original simulation, as well as three reconstructed using single-pass SVD, sub-sampled ID, and single-pass ID.
All three methods provide a qualitatively accurate reconstruction of the full simulation, though single-pass
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Figure 8: Left: errors of three compression methods on volumetric data versus target rank. Right: runtimes (normalized to
the slowest trial of the single-pass SVD) of the three schemes versus target rank.
Figure 9: Dominant modes of the channel flow stream-wise velocity u field for an instantaneous snapshot.
ID presents some noticeably different features at the small-scale level (e.g., near-wall turbulent structures)
compared to those in the other three velocity fields. One should note, however, that the single-pass ID
reconstruction is achieved with a much higher compression factor — 8 times higher to be precise — as the
method compresses not only the time domain of the data but the spatial domain as well.
The accuracy and runtime for the different methods is compared in Figure 8. For all test cases, 20
trials are run per target rank value, and the oversampling parameter is set to 20. In single-pass ID, each
dimension is sub-sampled by a factor of 2, leading to a spatial compression factor of 8, which compounds
on the temporal compression factor achieved via low-rank approximation. The rank-1 approximation for
all three methods is roughly equally effective. For higher rank values, sub-sampled ID and single-pass SVD
achieve far superior accuracy. Examining the vector corresponding to the largest singular value of the data
matrix shown in Figure 9, it can be seen that the dominant modes in the system are significantly complex
in the spatial dimension. This ensures that the interpolation step in single-pass ID will cause significant loss
of accuracy, even at the highest mode.
Runtime performances are analyzed relative to the slowest trial of single-pass SVD. As depicted in
Figure 8, sub-sampled ID is the fastest across all target rank values, further demonstrating its efficacy
as a compression method for turbulent flow data. Single-pass SVD is invariably the slowest of the three.
Notably, single-pass ID is faster than single-pass SVD for all target rank values. This demonstrates that
with sufficient optimizations, namely the incorporation of random projection, the additional cost of the
interpolation step will not necessarily make single-pass ID slower than its SVD counterpart. Moreover, the
cost of this interpolation step can be reduced based on the interpolation scheme used and environment in
which it is implemented.
Though sub-sampled ID is clearly more accurate than single-pass ID, it is important to remember that
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Stokes number Method Compression factor Compression error Speedup (Regime)
Single-pass SVD 11.8 1.6 · 10−3 61.0 (1.0)
St+ = 0 ID 11.9 1.0 · 10−3 65.3 (1.0)
Sub-sampled ID 11.9 5.7 · 10−3 65.3 (1.0)
Single-pass SVD 88.2 2.0 · 10−3 11.0 (5.9)
St+ = 1 ID 89.0 1.2 · 10−3 15.6 (6.9)
Sub-sampled ID 81.8 3.4 · 10−3 11.1 (1.4)
Single-pass SVD 132.8 2.2 · 10−3 111.0 (12.3)
St+ = 10 ID 134.2 2.9 · 10−3 17.4 (8.5)
Sub-sampled ID 140.1 2.5 · 10−3 12.0 (3.3)
Table 4: Compression factor, error and runtime achieved by the single-pass SVD, ID, and sub-sampled ID for St+ = 0, 1, 10
in descending order. Compression factors and errors are computed using 5000 × 10000 matrices of the particles wall-normal
position and velocity, respectively, while the runtime is computed relative to the single-pass SVD, the fastest of the three
methods. The regime speedup is computed as the ratio of the slowest case in terms of its runtime (St+ = 0) to the other two
cases.
in an application where a simulation may take days to complete, or in which the data generated from
such a simulation cannot be stored in RAM, a single-pass method, relative to a two-pass counterpart (e.g.,
sub-sampled ID) will significantly reduce the computational cost of simulation or loading time. Thus the
trade-off in accuracy, as well as the additional runtime to interpolate back onto the full mesh — negligible
relative to the cost of a high-fidelity simulation of a turbulent flow — may be worth it to practitioners faced
with the dilemma of balancing accuracy and computational cost.
3.3. Test Case 3: particle data compression efficiency and accuracy
In this section, single-pass SVD, ID, and sub-sampled ID are applied to individually traced particle
data extracted from turbulent flow for the three different Stokes numbers, St+ = 0, 1, 10. In particle-laden
turbulent flow, the Stokes number characterizes the particle response time with respect to the flow time
scale. Therefore, particles follow the turbulent motions at small St+, whereas inertial forces dominate
particle trajectories at large St+. As a result, particles at high Stokes numbers are less prone to multi-scale
behavior, which leads to enhanced compression and speedup of the compression algorithms. Single-pass ID
and sub-sampled ID are not utilized in this section because they require an associated Eulerian tessellation
as input, which the individually traced particle data lacks.
In Figure 10, accuracy and runtime (normalized by the largest value: single-pass SVD, sub-sampling
factor 1) of single-pass SVD and sub-sampled ID algorithms are shown in two contour plots. Wall-normal
velocity, v, for 5000 particles for St+ = 1 traced over 10000 time-steps is selected as test data in the
experiments used to generate the plots. Both methods prove to be robust with respect to sub-sampling,
which leads to savings in runtime with minimal loss of accuracy for both methods. In this test case,
sub-sampled ID outperforms single-pass SVD in terms of accuracy, while single-pass SVD maintains its
superiority in runtime. Though ID does not take as input a sub-sampling parameter, accuracy and runtime
results for ID are presented in the bottom panels of the figure to give a relative demonstration of the efficacy
of the two randomizd methods.
In the full-scale case (see Table 4 and Figure 11), single-pass SVD, ID and sub-sampled ID all attain
two digits of accuracy with compression factors of approximately 12 for St+ = 0, 80-90 for St+ = 1, and
130-140 for St+ = 10. Different to the unladen flow case presented in Section 3.1, single-pass SVD performs
the fastest in terms of runtime, followed by sub-sampled ID and ID (see speedup in Table 4). This can be
explained based on the dimensions of the flow data matrix. In the test cases for the flow data, the row space
is of dimension 16900 and the column space does not exceed 25000. This structure favors sub-sampled ID
because the algorithm improves runtime performance by reducing the dimension of the row space prior to
compression. On the other hand, each of the sub-matrices from the particle-laden flow data has a smaller
row space than column space, i.e., Y ,V ∈ R5000×10000, which limits the amount of speedup that can be
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Figure 10: Accuracy (relative Frobenius error) and runtime (normalized by the largest value: single-pass SVD, minimal sub-
sampling) for individually traced particle v-velocity data at St+ = 1. Top row: accuracy (left) and runtime (right) of single-pass
SVD. Center: sub-sampled ID. Bottom: full ID.
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Figure 11: Top left: Steady-state mean normalized particle concentration in the wall-normal direction (wall-units). Top right:
PDF of wall-normal particle velocity (wall-units) in the viscous sublayer (y+ < 5). Bottom left: PDF of wall-normal particle
velocity (wall-units) in the buffer layer (5 < y+ < 30). Bottom right: PDF of wall-normal particle velocity (wall-units) in the
log-law region (y+ > 30).
gained by sub-sampling. The speedup with respect to each regime shown in Table 4 further confirms the
assertion that regimes with smaller Stokes number correspond to less compressible datasets.
Similar to the recover of flow statistics in Section 3.1, the compression accuracy of the methods is
analyzed by focusing on the time-averaged wall-normal particle concentrations and velocities as depicted in
Figure 11. Single-pass SVD, ID and sub-sampled ID all attain over two digits of accuracy with compression
factors of approximately 12 for St+ = 0, 80-90 for St+ = 1, and 130-140 for St+ = 10. The accuracy in
compressing particle positions is quantified by the normalized, with respect to the centerline of the channel,
concentration, C/Ccl, while the compression of particles velocity, v
+
p = vp/uτ , is evaluated by means of
probability density functions (PDF) in the viscous sublayer (y+ < 5), buffer layer (5 < y+ < 30), and log-
law region (y+ > 30). As in Section 3.1, the results shown in the plots demonstrate that single-pass SVD,
ID and sub-sampled ID are able to compress the Lagrangian data without meaningful loss of post-processing
accuracy.
4. Conclusions
The performance of four matrix decomposition algorithms, single-pass SVD, ID, sub-sampled ID, and
single-pass ID, has been investigated in the context of compression of high-dimensional turbulent flow data.
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This work has demonstrated that single-pass SVD and single-pass ID algorithms can be used to obtain
highly accurate compressed representations of three-dimensional flow data while making only one pass over
the input. The comparably effective two-pass algorithms, ID and sub-sampled ID, achieved similar results
in all test cases.
Among the one-pass (streaming) algorithms in the unladen flow test case, single-pass SVD is typically
faster and more accurate than single-pass ID, but both have proven effective in the compression of velocity
data collected from a canonical channel flow. Among the two-pass algorithms, sub-sampled ID performed
as well as the ID in the recovery of flow statistics from the canonical channel flow at Reτ = 180, indicating
great promise for its application in future problems. In the individually traced particle data case, single-pass
SVD, ID and sub-sampled ID all proved effective. Implementation of single-pass SVD and sub-sampled ID
methods enabled reductions in runtime with minimal losses in accuracy as compared to ID. Individually
traced particle data, lacking an associated Eulerian representation, remains an application to which single-
pass ID has not yet been adapted.
Outside of runtime and accuracy performance, there are key benefits ID algorithms feature as opposed
to SVD-type algorithms. One such distinction between the two is that all three variants of ID examined in
this work may take as input an error tolerance. This serves as a stopping criterion in the rank-revealing QR
step of the algorithm [48]. As a result, the three ID algorithms do not require a priori knowledge of the
compressibility, i.e., the numerical rank, of a dataset. ID generates an intuitive decomposition of a matrix,
as it expresses the range of a matrix in a basis of its original columns. This makes it a useful tool for domain
experts who may find the SVD more difficult to interpret in the context of their raw data. For example,
in a turbulent flow simulation, ID identifies the ‘most important’ time realizations of the entire solution, in
the sense that they form the most effective temporal basis to reconstruct the data.
Prior to this work, the only existing ID algorithms required at least two passes over the input data. The
first-of-its-kind single-pass ID addresses this shortcoming within this class of matrix algorithms. Both single-
pass SVD and single-pass ID enable in situ compression of input data (i.e., they are streaming algorithms).
These two methods will help address scalability issues associated with, for example, running high-fidelity
simulations of large-scale physical systems. An important extension of this work will be to develop scalable,
parallel implementations of these methods directly in flow solvers. An additional future avenue of research is
exploring the possibility of spatially compressing the column skeleton generated by the ID using compressed
sensing algorithms [80, 81, 82] to further enhance current compression factors.
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